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Active attacks on memory, and their potential implications
The first part of the talk discusses some potential implications of attacks on the
system memory of a computing platform. We show that encryption to protect
privacy is not necessarily sufficient to protect against active attacks. This work
was demonstrated by Branco and Gueron in [5] (and will be detailed in the
proceedings of HOST 2016).
Physical attacks on devices are currently a major concern, especially for
the mobile market (risk of theft/loss) and for cloud computing environments
where an un-trusted entity has the ability to arbitrarily change memory. Several
attacks that leverage capabilities to read and/or write the physical memory have
been demonstrated. We give a few examples. Attacks that passively compromise
system secrets (e.g., [11]), bypass policies and security mechanisms (e.g., [3] [9]
[18]), install malware [22], or even run an entire exploit payload [6]). Different
interfaces were used in order to demonstrate the feasibility of reading/writing
the physical memory, as in ([4] where it uses a FireWire interface and [19] where
it uses the Thunderbolt interface.
Tools that facilitate physical access to the memory serve legitimate purposes:
commercial entities and researchers have been using the memory primitives for
remote debugging [21], memory capture with forensics purposes [7], and legal
interception [23].
The above examples assumed the same adversarial capabilities: the attacker
can read values that reside on the memory (DRAM), at least at selected addresses, and can overwrite them with values of his choice. Note that the ability
to first read a DRAM value and subsequently overwrite it, allows the attacker to
change the DRAM contents at a bit-level precision, thus to change code behavior
at will. Such scenarios have a devastating potential.
Several mechanisms to mitigate memory modification attacks have been proposed. One example is to block DMA-capable devices on exposed equipment
ports [17]. This overlooks the fact that an attacker may have other means to
read/write the DRAM. Another proposed approach is memory encryption (e.g.,
[12], [14]). Transparent encryption is appealing, compared to encryption with
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authentication. It can be viewed as an additional processing step on the CPUDRAM traffic, without changing the data size, and is therefore relatively simple
to implement.
Memory encryption that protects the confidentiality of the DRAM contents,
changes, as a byproduct, the capabilities of the active attacker. While the same
technical tools are available to the attacker, operating on encrypted memory
allows him to execute only what we call a Blinded Random Block Corruption
(BRBC) attack, where the following limitations apply:
A. (Blinded) The attacker does not know the plain-text memory values that
he can read from the (encrypted) memory.
B. (Random (Block) Corruption) The attacker cannot control or predict the
final plain-text that would be used by the system when a modified DRAM
value is read from the DRAM, and decrypted. Additionally, any changes
affect an entire block in case of block-based ciphers.
Obviously, reducing the active attacker’s capabilities to only BRBC attacks
is not a theoretically sound protection. Like the clear-text memory attacker,
the BRBC attacker is also able to create time-of-check/time-of-use (TOCTOU)
[8] race conditions all around the execution environment (e.g., across different
processes and parts of the operating system). Such attacks can invalidate results
of checks that the code executes, and lead to unexpected security issues. If we
assume that code is driven by its input data [20], and that the attacker can
change data after the code checks, compromises to a complex system security
premisses are possible. Therefore, the following question arises:
Does reducing the attacker’s capability to only BRBC attacks constitute a
“good enough protection” - even if only from the practical viewpoint?
We show here that the answer is not necessarily positive. This stands in contrast
to to the perception (hope) that, given the removal of control over modifications
made, and the lack of visibility of current memory contents, the attacker would
not be able to leverage his capabilities to gain privileges. That perception exists
due to the difficulty of controlling any code modifications, but overlook the
potential of data-only attacks. To this end, we demonstrate a BRBC attack
where the adversary has the least possible level of control on the platform, and
can login as “root” on a locked system, assuming that he has the ability to
overwrite the memory.
We show two implementations of this attack. One uses the JTAG interface to
overwrite the DRAM, and is fully practical on many systems (if the adversary has
the equipment). The other is a simulated attack that uses the same principles, but
simulates the malicious memory accesses by using a debugger. It can therefore
be reproduced without any special (expensive) equipment.
The Memory Encryption Engine
In the second part of the talk, we explore the Memory Encryption Engine [10],
which is part of Intels Software Guard Extensions (SGX) technology (see [1], [2],
[16], [13], [15]).
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SGX is a security technology, designed to allow a general purpose computer
platform to run application software in a trustworthy manner, and to handle secrets that are inaccessible to anyone outside the defined trust boundaries. These
trust boundaries encompass only the CPU internals, implying, in particular, that
the system memory is untrusted
To protect against memory snooping and tampering attacks, SGX is supported by an autonomous hardware unit called the Memory Encryption Engine
(MEE), whose role is to protect the confidentiality, integrity, and freshness of
the CPU-DRAM traffic over some memory range.
We explain the engineering challenges involved with adding a hardware unit
to the micro architecture of a general purpose processor (in a real product) ,
describe the MEE design, algorithms and cryptographic properties, and describe
some of its performance characteristics.
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